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Important Notice and Disclaimer
This presentation (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Ouray Silver Mines Inc. (“OSM”) and provided to the recipient (“Recipient”) on a personal basis. Its sole purpose is to provide 
the Recipient with general information concerning OSM. Except as required by law, OSM and its owners, affiliates, officers, employees, agents and consultants make no 
representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this document, and take no responsibility for any loss or damage suffered as a result of any 
omission, inadequacy, or inaccuracy therein. Statements or assumptions in this document as to future matters may prove to be incorrect. OSM makes no representation or warranty 
as to the accuracy of such statements or assumptions. Recipients acknowledge that circumstances may change and the contents of this document may become outdated as a result. 
This Presentation is supplied subject to the conditions outlined below. The receipt and retention of this Presentation by the Recipient evidences its acceptance of those conditions. If 
the Recipient does not agree with all of the conditions, the Presentation and any copy of it must be immediately returned to OSM.

1. This Presentation is supplied to the Recipient on the condition that its contents are confidential and must be kept confidential, held confidential in accordance with any executed 
confidentiality agreement, and may be used only for the purpose stated herein. Any other use of the contents of the Presentation is strictly prohibited.

2. This Presentation does not constitute investment, accounting, financial, legal or tax advice and must not be taken to be a recommendation, invitation or offer by OSM to buy or 
sell any securities. This Presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or issue of any securities, nor an offer or invitation to purchase or subscribe for any 
such securities, and OSM hereby notifies the Recipient that it is not licensed to provide general financial product advice with respect to any securities and the Recipient 
acknowledges each notification.

3. This Presentation may include certain estimates, production forecasts, projections, targets, calculations or forward looking statements with respect to the anticipated future 
performance of OSM (“Forward Looking Statements”). Such Forward Looking Statements are based on assumptions about future events and management act ions that may not 
necessarily take place and are subject to risks and uncertainties, many of which are outside the control of OSM. OSM makes no representations or warranties as to the 
accuracy, reliability or reasonableness of the assumptions on which the Forward Looking Statements are based. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in 
these forward looking statements. This Presentation also includes reference to estimates of mineral resources and mineral reserves. The estimation of mineral resources and 
mineral reserves is inherently uncertain and involves subjective judgments about many relevant factors. Mineral resources that are not mineral reserves do not have 
demonstrated economic viability. The accuracy of any such estimates is a function of the quantity and quality of available data, and of the assumptions made and judgments 
used in engineering and geological interpretation, the anticipated tonnages and grades that will be mined and the estimated level of recovery that will be realized), which may 
prove to be unreliable and depend, to a certain extent, upon the analysis of drilling results and statistical inferences that may ultimately prove to be inaccurate. The Recipient 
should make its own enquiries and investigations regarding the assumptions, uncertainties and contingencies which may affect the future operations of OSM and the impact that 
different future outcomes may have on OSM and the Recipient agrees not to rely on the Forward Looking Statements. The Information Providers do not assume any obligation 
to update or revise the forward looking statements contained herein to reflect events or circumstances occurring after the date of this Presentation.

4. OSM reserves the right to provide further information to any person and will be under no obligation to treat all interested persons equally or provide the same information to the 
Recipient or any other recipient of this Presentation. In no circumstances will OSM be responsible for any costs or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal of this 
Presentation or the investigation of OSM, its securities, assets or liabilities or for any other costs and expenses incurred by the Recipient.
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Important Notice and Disclaimer (cont’d)
6.       To the fullest extent permitted by law:

I. OSM expressly disclaims any and all liability (whether direct, indirect or consequential and whether arising from negligence or otherwise) for, or based on, or relating to 
any Information (including any Forward Looking Statements), or for any errors in or omissions from this Presentation or for any written or oral communications 
transmitted to the Recipient;

II. no liability (whether under statue, in contract tort or for negligence, restitution or otherwise) is accepted by OSM or its owners, affiliates, officers, employees, agents and 
consultants for any loss or damage whatsoever including any negligent acts or omissions (whether foreseeable or not) that may arise by reason of, or in connection with, 
the provision of the Information or by the reliance on the Information by the Recipient; and

III. the Recipient releases and indemnifies each of OSM and its owners, affiliates, officers, employees, agents and consultants from and against all claims, actions, 
damages, remedies or other matters, whether in tort, contract or under law or otherwise, arising from or which may arise from or in connection with the provision of, or 
any reliance on, this Presentation, and it covenants that no claim or allegations will be made against any of the Information Providers in relation to this Presentation.

7. The Recipient acknowledges and agrees that:

I. Neither OSM nor its owners, affiliates, officers, employees, agents and consultants the Information Providers make any representation or warranty express or implied, as 
the accuracy, reliability, reasonableness or completeness of the contents of the Presentation including that it has been or will be audited or independently verified;

II. no representation, warranty or guarantee, whether express or implied, is made or given that any Forward Looking Statement will be achieved

8. This Presentation and the securities of OSM have not been filed, registered or approved in any jurisdiction. The Recipient must inform itself about and observe any applicable
legal requirements in any relevant jurisdiction. The distribution of this Presentation in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and, accordingly, by receiving this document, 
the Recipient represents that it is able to receive it without contravention of any unfulfilled registration requirements or other legal or regulatory restrictions in the jurisdiction in 
which it resides or conducts business.

9. The Recipient agrees, irrevocably and unconditionally, to submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of the state of New York and the application of New York law, in respect of any 
disputes, actions, suits or proceedings arising out of or relating to this Presentation and any transaction contemplated herein.

OSM is a private company and is not a reporting issuer in the United States, Canada or any other jurisdiction and not subject to the public disclosure obligations or the periodic 
reporting requirements of the SEC, any securities regulatory authorities or regulatory or stock exchange.

For U.S. and non-mining familiar investors: This Presentation uses certain terms, such as “Measured," “Indicated," “Inferred”, “Resources“, “Proven”, “Probable”, and “Reserves” that 
are recognized by applicable Canadian securities laws, which are defined by the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM) (https://www.cim.org/) and commonly 
referred to as NI 43-101 standards. In addition, the terms Prefeasibility Study and Feasibility Study are also reporting standards. For additional information see: 
http://web.cim.org/standards/MenuPage.cfm?sections=177,181&menu=229 and http://web.cim.org/standards/MenuPage.cfm?sections=177&menu=178.

https://www.cim.org/
http://web.cim.org/standards/MenuPage.cfm?sections=177,181&menu=229
http://web.cim.org/standards/MenuPage.cfm?sections=177&menu=178
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Project Highlights

NEAR TERM 

PRODUCTION 

AND CASH 

FLOW

SIGNIFICANT 

EXPLORATION 

UPSIDE

ATTRACTIVE 

COST POSITION 

GENERATING 

HIGH MARGINS

● NI 43-101 Compliant Feasibility Study complete Jun3, 2017

● 5 year average production of 2.25M oz Ag beginning 9 

months from production decision

● US$36.5 million in restart capital with 1.9 years to payback

● 9 months from production decision to positive cash flow

● ~US$87 million in capital invested since 2011

● Fully Permitted to operate.

● All in total production cost of US$7.89/oz of silver life-of-

reserve net of by-product credits and inclusive of sustaining 

capital

● Resue mining method proven effective and economically 

attractive with trial stoping

● Current mine life based only on Proven & Probable reserves; 

● Near-term exploration targets identified with potential to 

significantly expand the existing resource

PERMITTED 

MINE AND 

OPERATIONAL 

MILL

● High-grade silver Reserves of 14.2Moz at 847 g/t Ag, 

● M&I Resource of 19.4Moz at 674 g/t Ag, I

● Inferred Resource of 9.0Moz at 932 g/t Ag

HIGH-GRADE 

NI 43-101 

COMPLIANT 

RESERVE

LOCAL, 

EXPERIENCED 

MANAGEMENT 

TEAM

● Experienced operating team with proven track record

● CEO Brian Briggs is a Colorado P.E. and mining engineer 

with 30+ years’ industry experience and a multi-generational 

connection to mining in the San Juan Mountains
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Feasibility Study Highlights

Based on the NI 43-101 OSMI Feasibility Study issued by SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. dated June 15, 2017 (“FS”).

1) By-product revenue calc. assumes the FS Price Deck and equals $7.11/oz Ag of by-product credits. 2) FS Price Deck: Ag $18.55/oz, Au $1,270/oz, Pb $0.95/lb, Zn $1.15/lb. 3) After tax economics 

presented on Slide 36.  4) Includes concentrate payment terms. 

RESOURCES AND RESERVES

Measured and Indicated Resources 19.4Moz Ag @ 674 g/t

Inferred Resources 9.0Moz Ag @ 932 g/t

Proven and Probable Reserves 14.2Moz Ag @ 847 g/t

OPERATING METRICS

1st 5 year Average Annual Payable Production 2.25 Moz Ag

All-In Total Production Costs (net of by-products, including capital)1 US$7.89/oz Ag

1st 5 year Average Annual Pre-Tax Cash Flow2 US$26.5mm

Current Reserve Life 77 months

Total Capital Requirement to Positive Cash Flow including capitalized 

operating cost, concentrate payment terms & working capital  
US$36.5mm

PRE-TAX ECONOMICS2,3 

NPV8% US$76.5mm

Undiscounted FCF (after Positive Cash Flow) US$144mm

IRR 79%

Payback Period 1.9 years

Time to Mill Production 7 months

Time to Cash Flow Positive4 9 months
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Management Team

• Professional Engineer (CO & WY) with 30 years of mining industry experience in both underground and surface mine 
development and operation

• Has taken mines from exploration stage through feasibility study, construction, and into production. He also has a significant 
experience in environmental work and rehabilitation of mine sites

• Has served in senior management roles, from President/CEO to general manager, in both domestic and international 
organizations; most recently served as the interim CEO of Tyhee Gold Corp and a VP Technical Services of Geovic Mining

• Earned a BS degree in Mining Engineering and an MS degree in Agricultural Engineering from the University in Wyoming; 6th 
generation mining engineer from Ouray, Colorado

Brian Briggs, Chief Executive Officer

Clint Fletcher, President

Doug Levesque, Mine Manager

• Over 25 years of experience as a mineral processing professional, focused primarily on mill processing and plant operations 
management

• Has worked for large mining companies such as BHP and Rio Tinto (Kennecott) and was involved in multiple large scale plant 
expansions

• Has held various roles including shift supervisor, project manager, plant superintendent and site manager

• Held a Lean Six Sigma Green Belt and was responsible for a greater than 10% increase in metal recoveries at Rio Tinto’s 
Kennecott operations, achieving an annual cost savings of over $20 million

• More than 45 years of experience in mining operations including all aspects of mine site management and operational oversight
(exploration, planning, development, construction, production and safety) 

• Started as a miner and has held various roles from mine supervisor, mine foreman, mine manager and vice president

• Has extensive underground mining experience as an underground superintendent for Cassiar Mining Corporation, a mine 
manager for Claude Resources’ underground Seabee mine and a VP of Operations for Tyhee Gold Corp. 

• Earned a diploma in Mining Technology at the British Columbia Institute of Technology
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Management Team

• Professional Geologist with more than 40 years of mining industry experience

• Has worked as a base and precious metal exploration geologist in various regions of Canada and the United States 

• Experience as a production geologist responsible for duties such as stope grade control, calculation of stope reserve estimates,
preparation of production forecasts and supervision of underground and surface diamond drill programs

• Former chief geologist for Waddy Lake Resources, Birch Mountain Resources Ltd and Tyhee NWT Corp

• Graduated from the University of British Columbia and has been a registered member of the Association of Professional 
Engineers, Geologists and Geophysicists of Alberta since 1991

Val Pratico, Manager of Technical Services

Patrick Brannan, Chief Financial Officer

Heather Simoens, VP of Human Resources

• Senior finance and administrative professional with 35 years of experience

• Started his career in public accounting with Pricewaterhouse Coopers and Deloitte-Touche as a senior auditor and subsequently 
held various finance and administrative positions with large mining companies, including Newmont Mining Corporation and 
African Barrick Gold

• Experienced in IT, supply chain management, administration, tax, Sox compliance and implementation and holds a CPA

• Earned a BS in Accounting from Saint Francis University

• Over 25 years of HR experience and organizational development with over 13 of those in Senior Management positions

• Has been with OSMI since 2015 and is responsible for payroll, staffing, compensation and benefits, employee relations, 
leadership development and training

• Currently working on the implementation of a human resource portal and a learning management system

• Prior to joining Ouray Silver Mines, she has held numerous positons including the Executive Director for health services company
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Project History Through Foreclosure

1 NI 43-101 OSMI Feasibility Study issued by SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. dated June 15, 2017 (“FS”)

Late 1800s ● Virginius Mine Initially explored in late 1870’s, purchased in 1876 by AE Reynolds in Governor Basin

1895-1912

● Revenue Tunnel Put into production in 1895 until an underground fire in 1906 flooded the lower levels

● Mill fire in 1912 put an end to structured mining as the mill was not rebuilt

● Historical mining of nearly 200kst producing approximately 25Moz Ag,160koz Au, and 108mmlbs Pb1

1930s, 40s, 60s 

& 80s
● Development and exploration work by Federal Resources and Ranchers Exploration

1994-2001
● Sunshine Mining extensive work 1994-2001

● First consideration of resue mining method since AE Reynold’s days

2011 ● Purchase agreement by Star Mines

2011-2014 ● Estimated invested capital approximately US$40 million by Star Mines

2014 ● Production restart

2014 ● Purchased by Fortune Minerals with financing from LRC

2014-2015 ● Estimated invested capital approximately US$27 million exclusive of purchase price

2014-2015 ● Continued mill commissioning and ramp up

Early/Mid 2015 ● Below target mine production and commodity price made operations unprofitable

July 2015 ● LRC forecloses and renames company Ouray Silver Mines
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Project History July 2015 - Present
Significant Work Completed Under New Ownership

GEOLOGY

● Improved geological database incorporates corrections to vein tags and missing or corrected assay values

● Completed approx. 7,800 feet of in-fill drilling

● Significant upgrading of resource delivering 77 months of Proven and Probable reserves in Feasibility Study mine plan

MINING

● Strategic change to the resue mining method which historically provided lower dilution than other available methods at the Revenue-Virginius

● Two resue mining test stopes were developed to support geotechnical, dilution and productivity estimates

● Underground rehabilitation focused on infrastructure and logistics

● Optimization of detailed development plan and stope design for full FS Life of Mine sequencing, costing and labor allocations based solely on 

Proven and Probable

PROCESSING

● Two separate series of metallurgy variability tests completed by FLSmidth for FS level confirmation of expected recoveries

● Final detailed engineering and ‘for construction’ drawings on all process flow completed by Barr Engineering.

● Mill pre-construction activities to enable enhanced flowsheet installation to handle higher mill feed head grade

● Mill to produce lead concentrate with high precious metal content and a zinc concentrate

PRODUCT 

MARKETING
● Concentrate expert Bluequest conducted an independent study on concentrate marketing and freight terms which confirmed long-term pricing

CAPITAL ● Receipt of all major engineering and construction contract bids based on ‘for construction’ final engineering and quotes for all capital equipment

SITE 

OPERATIONS

● Significant demonstrable safety culture change and development of a new relationship with MSHA

● Environmental improvements focused on water management and permits with a goal of minimal footprint, including installation of a long-term 

passive water treatment system and to allow tailings and waste rock to be sold as road aggregate

● Site preventative maintenance and new finance/administrative/warehouse systems built out for operations

● Ready for production decision

STAFF

● Reset operations and replaced the majority of senior staff

● All senior roles filled with either local managers or managers who relocated to Ouray area

● Addition of key technical support staff to complete comprehensive analysis and pre-production activities
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Project Location
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Land Holdings

• The property 
consists of both 
patented and 
unpatented mining 
claims:

• 110 patented 
mining claims 
covering 744 net 
acres

• 39 unpatented 
mining claims 
covering 343 net 
acres
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Site Overview

• Mine portal is located at an elevation of 10,660 feet, 
northwest facing

• Site surface footprint is minimal and the mill equipment 
is located underground

• Bio-reactive leach field was recently installed for 
passive treatment of mine water discharge, eliminating 
the long term need for a costly mechanical water 
treatment solution

• OSM also has a separate warehouse in Ouray which 
provides additional office space and storage

N

Mill & Thickener

Mine Portal

Mine Office

Tails Storage

Bio-reactive Leach 

Field

Mine Water Discharge 

Pond
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Overview of Underground Workings

• Extensive underground 
workings with complete 
infrastructure in place:

• Over 5 miles of rail with 
switches and sidings

• Raise bore for ventilation and 
secondary egress

• Multiple drifts providing 
access to mining areas

• Power stations and other 
underground infrastructure, 
including the #1 Shaft slated 
to be rehabilitated



Feasibility Study Review
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Feasibility Study Summary

• CIM Mineral Resource (NI 43-101) based on OSMI’s revised geological database and SRK geologic 
model.

• OSMI Life of Current Reserve mine plan and validation of unit cost assumptions.

• Incorporation of Final Engineering designs and third party quotes for capital items.

• Additional metallurgical variability testing performed for a CIM (NI 43-101) level feasibility study.

• Incorporation of recent environmental and permitting improvements

• Study was managed by SRK Consulting in Denver (also authored the PFS)

• Bluequest conducted a third-party study on concentrates and freight terms

• Detailed engineering designs for mill completed by Barr Engineering

• Firm quotes received for all capital items, including raise bore, shaft #1, mill, surface infrastructure, 
and mobile equipment

NI 43-101 Feasibility Study started in December 2016 and completed in June 2017
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Virginius Main, Virginius Footwall, Terrible and Yellow Rose are the veins of interest during initial mining 

Geologic Modeling
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Resource Summary
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Resource Summary

Based on the NI 43-101 OSMI Feasibility Study issued by SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. dated June 15, 2017 (“FS”) and OSMI analysis.
1) Mineral Resources are not Mineral Reserves and do not have demonstrated economic viability. There is no certainty that all or any part of the Mineral Resources estimated will be converted into Mineral Reserves. 2) Mineral Resource tonnage and contained metal have been rounded to reflect 
the accuracy of the estimate, and numbers may not add due to rounding. 3) All Measured and Indicated estimates with the defined wireframes are considered to have potential for economic extraction as entire level will be mined 4) Inferred Mineral Resources is limited using a NSR cut-off 
US$200/st. 4) Metal price assumptions considered for the calculation of metal equivalent grades are: Gold (US$/oz 1,270.00), Silver (US$/oz 18.55), Lead (US$/lb 0.95) and Zinc (US$/lb 1.15). Metal equivalent calculation excludes copper. 5) Cut-off calculations assume average metallurgical 
recoveries equal to: Gold (65%), Silver (96%), Lead (96%), Copper (94%) and Zinc (89%). 6) The resources were estimated by Benjamin Parsons, BSc, MSc Geology, MAusIMM (CP) #222568 of SRK, a Qualified Person. 7) Mineral Resources are shown inclusive of Reserves.

Category Area
Tonnes Ag Au Pb Cu Zn Ag Au Pb Cu Zn Ag Equiv Ag Equiv

(kt) (g/t) (g/t) (%) (%) (%) (koz) (koz) (klb) (klb) (klb) (koz) (g/t)

Measured

Virginius Main 198 773 2.4 5.15 0.24 1.89 4,918 15 22,433 1,058 8,262 7,606 1,196 

Virginius Footwall 53 884 1.2 4.05 0.36 1.61 1,495 2 4,695 416 1,865 1,988 1,175 

Terrible - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Yellow Rose 35 758 1.8 4.51 0.17 2.53 860 2 3,506 135 1,966 1,298 1,144 

Measured Subtotal 286 792 2.1 4.86 0.26 1.92 7,273 19 30,634 1,609 12,093 10,892 1,186 

Indicated

Virginius Main 282 829 2.1 4.38 0.26 2.56 7,516 19 27,262 1,587 15,921 11,200 1,235 

Virginius Footwall 93 432 1.0 2.67 0.21 1.20 1,298 3 5,501 431 2,472 1,938 645 

Terrible 44 602 2.1 7.44 0.14 1.46 861 3 7,287 137 1,435 1,529 1,070 

Yellow Rose 190 404 1.1 2.44 0.10 1.69 2,460 7 10,180 401 7,051 3,898 639 

Indicated Subtotal 610 619 1.6 3.74 0.19 2.00 12,135 32 50,230 2,556 26,879 18,565 947 

M&I

Virginius Main 480 806 2.2 4.70 0.25 2.29 12,434 34 49,695 2,645 24,183 18,806 1,219 

Virginius Footwall 146 595 1.1 3.17 0.26 1.35 2,793 5 10,196 847 4,337 3,926 836 

Terrible 44 602 2.1 7.44 0.14 1.46 861 3 7,287 137 1,435 1,529 1,070 

Yellow Rose 225 459 1.2 2.76 0.11 1.82 3,320 9 13,686 536 9,017 5,196 719 

M&I Subtotal 895 674 1.8 4.10 0.21 1.97 19,408 51 80,864 4,165 38,972 29,457 1,023 

Inferred

Virginius Main 154 1,053 2.4 5.96 0.42 3.07 5,220 12 20,268 1,444 10,440 7,727 1,558 

Virginius Footwall 1 651 - 2.20 0.20 0.95 19 - 44 4 19 22 769 

Terrible 47 988 4.0 7.04 0.11 1.31 1,499 6 7,323 115 1,359 2,369 1,562 

Yellow Rose 98 717 1.3 1.34 0.15 1.72 2,258 4 2,894 325 3,724 2,911 924 

Inferred Subtotal 300 932 2.3 4.61 0.29 2.35 8,996 22 30,529 1,888 15,542 13,029 1,350 
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Mine Plan – Life of Current Reserves
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Mine Plan Detail
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Reserve Summary

Based on the NI 43-101 OSMI Feasibility Study issued by SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. dated June 15, 2017 (“FS”) and OSMI analysis
1) All figures are rounded to reflect the relative accuracy of the estimates. Totals may not sum due to rounding. 2) Ore reserves are reported at NSR CoGs based on metal price assumptions*, metallurgical recovery assumptions**, mining costs, processing costs, general and administrative 
(G&A) costs, and treatment and refining charges. Mining costs, processing costs, and G&A costs total US$240.62/st. (Metal price assumptions considered for the calculation of metal equivalent grades are: Gold (US$/oz 1,270.00), Silver (US$/oz 18.55), Lead (US$/lb 0.95) and Zinc (US$/lb
1.15); Metallurgical recoveries for payable items in the Pb concentrate are: Gold (60%), Silver (95%), and Lead (95%). Metallurgical recoveries for payable items in the Zn concentrate are: Zinc (54%). 3) Ore reserves have been stated on the basis of a mine design, mine plan, and cash-flow 
model. Full mining recovery of designed areas is assumed. Mining dilution is applied at zero grade and ranges from 5.9%-26.8%. 4) The ore reserves were estimated by OSMI. Joanna Poeck, (BS Mining, MMSA, SME-RM) a Qualified Person.

Description Area
Tonnes Ag Au Pb Zn Ag Au Pb Zn Ag Equiv Ag Equiv

(kt) (g/t) (g/t) (%) (%) (koz) (koz) (klb) (klb) (koz) (g/t)

Proven

Virginius 185 839 2.1 5.09 1.75 4,980 13 20,720 7,124 7,347 1,237 

Terrible - - - - - -
-

- - - -

Yellow Rose 37 692 1.8 4.20 2.31 825 2 3,433 1,887 1,261 1,058 

Proven Subtotal 222 814 2.1 4.94 1.84 5,805 15 24,153 9,011 8,608 1,208 

Probable

Virginius 187 1,041 2.2 5.11 2.80 6,270 13 21,133 11,571 8,964 1,488 

Terrible 41 615 1.7 7.40 1.37 806 2 6,642 1,229 1,375 1,050

Yellow Rose 72 572 1.2 3.29 1.83 1,321 3 5,209 2,896 1,962 850

Probable Subtotal
300 871 

1.9 4.99 2.37 8,397 
18 32,985 15,696 12,300 1,275

P&P

Virginius 372 941 2.1 5.10 2.28 11,251 26 41,853 18,694 16,310 1,363

Terrible 41 615 1.7 7.40 1.37 806 2 6,642 1,229 1,375 1,050

Yellow Rose 109 613 1.4 3.60 1.99 2,145 5 8,642 4,784 3,223 921

P&P Subtotal 522 847 2.0 4.97 2.15 14,202 33 57,138 24,707 20,908 1,247
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Resue Mining

• Historically, profitable mining at the Revenue-Virginius was based 
on the resue mining method (1885-1916)

Keys to Success – The Resue Mining Method

• Conduced trial stoping on 200 feet of Virginius Vein

• Confirmed Dilution Expectations:

• 18% for 1 foot wide vein

• 15%  for 1.5 feet wide vein

• Confirmed Productivities:

• 80 feet of stope mined per shift with two 5-man teams 

• Focus on higher grades and selective mining by resuing

• Resuing reduces the size of tailings produced 

• Higher recovery and improved concentrate grades

• Economic improvements – more metal with less waste

Resue Test Stope Confirmed Resue Method was Viable and 
Economically Attractive:
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Mill Flow Sheet
• The mill will 

produce a lead 
concentrate and a 
zinc concentrate.

• Target Lead 
Concentrate:

• 65% lead

• 300 silver opt

• ~ 1  gold opt 

• Target Zinc 
Concentrate:

• 54% Zinc
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Production Summary

• The operation targets an annual 
throughput of approximately (270 
stpd), recovering  2.0-2.5 Moz of 
silver per year

• The resue mining method should 
allow OSM to achieve very high 
average ore grade 

• The mine plan is based on two 
active mining stopes which will 
average 500 ft long by 300  ft high 
stopes in length and each have two 
active faces.
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YEAR           2018(1) 2019                2020                 2021                2022                2023                 2024

Based on the NI 43-101 OSMI Feasibility Study issued by SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. dated June 15, 2017 (“FS”) and OSMI analysis

(1) First 3 months of 2018 are ramp up period under the FS study
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Estimated Operating Costs

Based on the NI 43-101 OSMI Feasibility Study issued by SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. 

(1) Includes reductions for freight, w/s/a and insurance dated June 15, 2017 (“FS”) and OSMI analysis

Revenue Mine 

Operating Costs USD000s USD/t-RoM USD000s USD/t-RoM

Revenue Mining $54,749 $95 $47,869 $102

Revenue Milling $23,398 $41 $18,999 $41

G & A $54,207 $94 $42,160 $90

Surface Operating Costs $5,929 $10 $4,788 $10

Total Operating Costs $138,283 $241 $113,817 $243

Royalty, TC/RC & Freight $43,358 $75 $38,758 $83

Ongoing Capital $11,309 $20 $9,817 $21

All in Cash Cost $192,950 $336 $162,391 $347

Byproduct Credits ($91,423) ($159) ($80,801) ($173)

All in Cash Cost Net of Byproduct Credits $101,527 $177 $81,590 $174

LoM First 5 Years

Total Ag Production 12,865 11,219

Total Ag Equiv Production 17,793 15,407

All in Cash Costs $/oz Ag include byproduct credits $7.89 $7.27

All in Cash Cost $/oz Ag Equiv exclude byproduct credits $10.84 $10.54
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Estimated Capital Requirements

Based on the NI 43-101 OSMI Feasibility Study issued by SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. dated June 15, 2017 (“FS”) and OSMI analysis.

Description Pre-Prod Ramp Up Total Post CFP LOM

Revenue Mine ($2,877) ($537) ($3,414) ($332) ($3,746)

Revenue Mill ($3,728) ($117) ($3,845) ($94) ($3,939)

Surface ($1,046) $0 ($1,046) ($250) ($1,296)

Site Infrastructure ($805) $0 ($805) ($688) ($1,493)

Engineering & Construction Contracts ($14,475) ($1,665) ($16,140) ($6,690) ($22,830)

Subtotal ($22,931) ($2,319) ($25,250) ($8,054) ($33,304)

Pre-Production Costs ($6,266) $0 ($6,266) $0 ($6,266)

Subtotal ($29,197) ($2,319) ($31,517) ($8,054) ($39,570)

Contingency ($1,870) ($199) ($2,070) ($737) ($2,807)

Total Capital ($31,068) ($2,518) ($33,586) ($8,791) ($42,377)

Operating Costs ($3,215) ($3,215)

Net Revenue $301 $301

Cash Flow ($31,068) ($5,432) ($36,500)
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Economic Analysis

• Feasibility Study supports the strong economics of Revenue-Virginius mine

• Pre-tax NPV8% of US$76.5 million

• Pre-tax IRR of 79%

• 1.9 year payback period

• Total undiscounted pre-tax FCF (after reaching positive cash flow) is US$144 million

• Provides just under 4x return on incremental invested capital

• Feasibility study only includes existing reserve, leaving a potential significant upside from resource 
expansion

Based on the NI 43-101 OSMI Feasibility Study issued by SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. dated June 15, 2017 (“FS”) and OSMI analysis.
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Timeline to Production

• The mine can be put back into production within 7 months

• All long lead time items required for the mill improvements have been identified and are ready to be 
ordered

• Final engineering complete, and major construction and development activities (mill upgrades, raise 
bore rehabilitation, Alimak development) have been bid and contractors selected

• All contractors are awaiting final contract negotiation and mobilization to site

Month 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Board Approval / Full Funding x

Order Long Lead Time 

Equipment x

Mine Development x x x x x x x

Construction, commsioning x x x x x x x

Start of Production x

Mill Ramp Up x x x

Cash Flow Positive x x x x

Full Production x x x
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Organizational Structure

CEO

Brian Briggs

President

Clint Fletcher

Mill Manager

Control Room 

(4)

Supervisor (4)

Operators (4)

Rod Mill (4)

CFO

Patrick Brannan

VP HS&E

Heather 

Simoens

HR Assistant

Controller

Receptionist

Mine Super. Mgr. Tech. 

Svcs

Val Pratico

Geologist

Jr Geologist 

Warehouse 

Manager

Purchasing 

Agent

Buyer

Miner I (16)

Miner II (20) Trammer (4)

Lead 

Electrician

Mechanic

Electrician

Float Tech (4)

Safety Super.

Training 

Coordinator

Sample Geo

Lead 

Mechanic

Miner III (20)

Hoist man (4)

Skip Tender 

(4)

Drill Doctor 

(2)

Supervisors 

(4)

Environmental

Surveyor 

Assistant

Bull Gang (6)

Electrician (3)

Wrhse Tech 

(6)

Thickener/ 

Filter Tech (4)

Carpenter 

Custodian (2)

IT Manager

Mechanic (3)

Swamper (4)

Total of 152 employees at full operations

Mine 

Engineer

Surveyor

Mine Manager 

Doug 

Levesque

Maintenance 

Planner

Currently Role is Filled; 

Where role has multiple people required, one 

(1) role is filled
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Social License

• What is Social License?

• Perception of good vs. bad impact on Water, Air, 
Social, Economic, Conservation, etc.

• Who provides the social license?

• Regulatory Agencies

• Governments

• Community

• Each individual person

• How does a company receive social license (or lose it)?

• What incentive is there for a mining company to seek 
social license?
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Environmental Site Overview
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Permits

Permit Number/ Agency / 

Original Permit Date
Purpose Expiration Date Comments

M2012-032 / DRMS

2/5/2012

112d-1 Mining Permit, regulates 

mining, reclamation, and groundwater 

for mining operations that affect less 

than 50 acres and extract less than one 

million tons per year

Renewed

annually

Amendment 1 (8/20/2015):

Modified to update facilities and allow for ore processing for Governor Basin (abandoned). Includes 

TR-01, TR-02, TR-03, TR-04, TR-05, and TR-06

TR-08 (7/5/2016):

Authorizes passive treatment of mine water discharge and groundwater infiltration of effluent

TR-09 (3/16/2017):

Building upgrades for winter operations, updates water quality monitoring, authorizes road aggregate 

to be sold.

TR-10 (Pending):

Mill water treatment and discharge

P2015-003 / DRMS

3/31/2015

Governor Basin Exploration Notice of 

Intent
Pending Reclamation and closure of permit expected summer 2017

CO0000003 / CDPHE

8/1/2013

Point Source Discharge to Sneffels 

Creek, Surface Water
8/31/2018

(November 23, 2016):

Applied to terminate due to TR-8 and changes made in water handling. Completion contingent on 

inspection by CDPHE in 2017 of passive water treatment system installed and commissioned in 2016.

COR040289 / CDPHE

9/19/2012

Storm water

(formerly Permit # COR040273)

Administratively 

continued
Storm water discharge monitoring required, but no discharge has occurred.

CO0246283 / CDPHE

Pending
Potable Water N/A

Submitted under Fortune Revenue, additional source water sampling required once employee 

threshold reached

APEN Permit App. / CDPHE

14OU1123F.XP

14OU1124.XA

Air Quality 4/1/2021 Considered Permit Exempt. If equipment changes, new APEN may be required.

COR000241828 / CDPHE – HMWMD

8/26/16
Hazardous Waste Generator ID Annual Relates to hazardous waste management

Maintenance Agreement / USFS

2/22/2016
Road Use N/A Allows OSMI to use and maintain County Road 26 during winter months

Materials / Ouray County

10/7/2014

Provides for use of waste rock on 

County Roads
Annual Annual SPLP analysis required
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DRMS TR08 Water Management System

• On July 5, 2016 DRMS approved Technical Revision 8 (TR-08) to Amendment 1 of 
DRMS Permit M2012-032.  

• The integrated passive treatment system approved in TR08 intends the following:

• Passive treatment pond to polish water during operations and into closure.

• Groundwater infiltration facilitates regulatory simplicity.

• Increase Alkalinity and Hardness with calcite rich rock.
• Facilitates water quality standard achievement by raising acceptable concentration of zinc, 

cadmium, and lead.

• Promotes sequestration of metals as carbonates.

• Encourage Sorption
• Lots of surface area

• Promote precipitation of sulfides 
• Bacteria

• Plants to help provide long-term food for bacteria

• The system was intended to treat water during operations as well as into closure, 
providing long-term improvements in discharge water quality.  

• The system uses established natural mechanisms to provide polished water with an 
environmentally friendly, sustainable, low/no maintenance, long-term solution. It is a win-
win for the company and the environment.
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Pilot Testing
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Pilot Testing Results
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Construction
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Passive Water Treatment System

Passive Water Treatment System Cross-Section
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Infiltration Results
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Infiltration Results
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Technical Revision 9

• OSMI filed Technical Revision 9 (TR-09) with DRMS on February 7, 2017

• Sale and use of tailings blended with waste rock for aggregate use

• Reduces the need for large tailings impoundments.

• Creates a useful byproduct from a previous waste product.

• 30 day submittal of testing on materials prior to a sale or donation 
of material required by DRMS permit.

• TR09 also allows construction of additional surface buildings and 
infrastructure and increased the reclamation bond appropriately.

Waste Rock and Tailings

• Waste rock at the mine is generally inert with high quality leachate, as is evidenced by the lack of acidic mine drainage 

over the Revenue’s 140 year history.

• In 2014, OSMI collected waste rock samples upgradient to the permitted (TR-08) infiltration areas and subjected the 

sample to synthetic precipitation leachate procedure (SPLP) at ACZ in Steamboat Springs, Colorado.

• SPLP leachate was circum-neutral with non-detect cadmium (<.001 mg/L), low lead concentrations (.0018 mg/L), and 

low zinc concentration (.01 mg/L).  

• OSMI and Ouray County review the annual SPLP test work for waste rock to confirm inert nature of material as well as 

submittal of h

• Tailings SPLP tests confirm inert nature of material and are nonhazardous as defined by SPLP results at or below 

groundwater quality standards, as required with the terms of existing permit.
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Technical Revision 10 – Under Development
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Post Closure Reclamation

• DRMS permit M2012-032 includes updated closure plan and associated costs

• Fully bonded in the amount of $467,269, which reflects an increase of $11,935 
associated with approval of TR-09

• Post closure water will be managed as permitted under TR-09 and upcoming TR-10 
through the Passive Water Treatment System.



Upside Opportunities
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Overview of Exploration Opportunities
• The San Juan Mountains has a history of significant historical production and remains a prospective 

due to its complex and strong faulting nature which yields multiple vein systems

• Virginius vein extensions are low-hanging fruit opportunities

• Historical mining above Revenue Tunnel level stopped at a previous property line, providing the upward extension 
as a clear target

• Historical mining also indicates downward and lateral extension potential

• Terrible vein is a nearby vein with over 1,000 feet of strike length, and is an historical producer of high 
grade Ag-Pb ore

• Telluride Conglomerate is below the Revenue Tunnel level and has drill intercepts. Other operators had 
significant production from large deposits where steep veins intercept the conglomerate

Terrible 
Vein

Telluride Conglomerate

Virginius
Upward 

Extension

Virginius
Lateral 

Extension

Virginius
Lateral 

Extension

Virginius
Downward 
Extension
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Other Exploration Opportunities

• The Atlas-Cumberland vein is an 
historical producer with mapping & 
sampling data in the vicinity of the 
Revenue Tunnel

• Historical production from the 
Wheel of Fortune vein is reported 
at up to 18 opt Au and 120 opt Ag




